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BCC  Not disclosed:  

 

10th October 2022 

With just cause and without vexation.  

Without any admission of any liability and with all natural indefeasible rights 

reserved;  

All words and meanings here/within are-as, I, :Denis-Peter: defines them, Non-

obstante.  

All errors and omissions are excepted  
  

For the attention of – the CEO, all Managers, Directors, and the chair.   
  

I come in peace and as a non  combatant,  
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ERGON ENERGY RETAIL Have taken another step with full intent to increase 

the harm that is already being done to I the Man, with the name granted to me 

:Denis-Peter:  

as is my right as a Man under equity, for harm, and on going harm as well as crimes 

committed using threats intimidation and coercion;  

With this latest attack (see attached) with a threat made without a name or autograph 

to prove the authority of the author, claiming to be We to someone without a name, 

directed against the living man; 

For this attack, I the man, Claim Remedy, against the following actors, in both their 

acting roles as well as their private capacity;  

My claim shall be for this harm, Twenty thousand dollars - $20,000.00 in both the 

acting role as well as the private capacity against: 

Roderick Anthony Duke, CEO of ERGON ENERGY QUEENSLAND PTY 

LTD;  

Jane Sara Nant, Company Director and secretary of ERGON ENERGY 

QUEENSLAND PTY LTD;  

Matt Van Der Werff, Manager Service Quality, ERGON ENERGY RETAIL;  

Peter Kenneth Scott, (Executive General Manager Finance), of ERGON ENERGY 

QUEENSLAND PTY LTD;  

Including One thousand dollars a day $1,000.00 in both capacities till this matter is 

resolved in using; from this day 10th of October 2022,  

Should a disconnection be carried out, threatening life and property, even though 

the claimed account has been discharged due to acceptance through failure to follow 

directions from the Man I named :Denis-Peter:  

Then the cure and remedy shall be as per the Fee schedule Cure and Remedy, in 

the possession of those named, and others,  

being as per clause:  

(9) For any service interference or denial, though Coercion for payment: being Debt-

slavery. 

Remedy claim due on demand: Two Million Dollars Au $2,000,000.00; and a 

further two thousand dollars Au $2,000,00) per day, till reversal of unlawful action. 

Note:-(any payment made will be under-duress for fear to life and property). 

This will be claimed against each actor, in both capacities, under equity under de 

jure law;  

also: 

(17) Trespass upon and/or Claim as personal property the VESSEL: DENIS 

PETER RAWLINSON, or any derivative of the Vessel name as a joinder to the 

living man I, :denis-peter: to be traded on the stock exchange, and claiming the living 

man as surety committing fraud; 



Remedy claim due on demand: Five Million Dollars; Au $5,000,000.00, per 

incident.        

Of which a audit into the name and the derivative D RAWLINSON or the new one 

MR D RAWLINSON,  will prove, and will be undertaken, including, 

The full restitution of all money usurped from the man, returned as per the Bible 

KJV Proverbs 6: 31 seven fold; 

Noting this will be carried out publicly      

Where all the claims I have made along with the facts I have supplied that you all 

have failed to rebut, will have to be answered, in a de jure court of law.   

       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By: Secure Creditor & Beneficiary,  :Denis-Peter:  

                 Standing Under: Our Lord Gods Law.  
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